
Question Answer1 Answer2 Answer3 Answer4 CorrectOptionTopic

1.Which of the following is not a Java features?     Dynamic Architecture Neutral Use of pointers Object-oriented Answer C Unit 1

2.What does the expression float a = 35 / 0 return? 0 Not a Number   Infinity  Run time exception Answer C Unit 1

3.Which of the following is a reserved keyword in Java? object strictfp  main system Answer b Unit 1

4.Which keyword is used for accessing the features of a package? package import extends export Answer b Unit 1

5.The output of the Java compiler is known as -----------------. classcode source code    machine  code Byte code Answer d Unit 1

6.Which type of inheritance one super-class have more than one sub-class?  Single inheritance Hierarchical inheritance Multiple inheritances Multilevel inheritance Answer b Unit 1

7.If a subclass has the same method as declared in the parent class it is known as 

______.
Method overriding Method overloading Constructor overloading static method Answer a Unit 1

8.Who is also called father of Java Programming Language? James Gosling Ken Thompson Dennis Richie sun microsystem Answer a Unit 1

9.JVM stands for? Java Very Large Machine Java Verified Machine Java Very Small Machine Java Virtual Machine Answer d Unit 1

10.How many threads can be executed at a time?      Only one thread  Multiple threads Only main (main() method) thread Two threads Answer b Unit 2

11.Which method is used in thread class to starts the execution of the thread? public void start() public void run() public void stop() public void suspend() Answer a Unit 2

12.Which of these keywords is not a part of exception handling? try finally thrown catch Answer c Unit 2

13.Which of these keywords must be used to handle the exception thrown by try block 

in some rational manner?
try catch throw finally Answer b Unit 2

14.hich of these method is used to find out that a thread is still running or not? run() Alive() isAlive() checkRun() Answer c Unit 2

15.What is the default value of priority variable MIN_PRIORITY AND 

MAX_PRIORITY?
0 & 1 0 & 256 1 & 10 1 & 256 Answer a Unit 2

16Which of these class is used to make a thread? String system Thread Runnable Answer c Unit 2

17.Which of these is used to perform all input & output operations in Java? streams variables classes methods Answer a Unit 2

18.Which of these is a type of stream in Java? IntegerStream ByteStream ShortStream LongStream Answer b Unit 2

19.Which method when implemented must return true while there are still more 

elements to extract, and false when all the elements have been enumerated?
Object nextElement( )  boolean hasMoreElements( ) Both A & B Both A & B Answer a Unit 3

20.Which defines a method called nextElement that is used to get the next element in a 

data structure that contains multiple elements?
Bitset Vector Stack Enumeration Answer d Unit 3

21.What package is a part of the wrapper class which is imported by default into all 

Java programs?
java.lang java.awt java.io  java.util Answer d Unit 3

22.Which is the container that doesn't contain title bar and MenuBars but it can have 

other components like button, textfield etc?
Window Frame Panel  Container Answer c Unit 3

23.Which object can be constructed to show any number of choices in the visible 

window?
Labels Choice List Checkbox Answer c Unit 3

24.Which is a component in AWT that can contain another components like buttons, 

textfields, labels etc.?
Window Frame Container Panel Answer b Unit 3

25.which is these events is generated when a button is pressed? WindowEvent Key Event Windows Event Action Event Answer d Unit 3


